LAUNCH TECH — Diagnostic Equipment

**Millennium Scan Tools**
- CE level vehicle coverage includes U.S., Asian, and European vehicles from 1996 to present
- Supports OBD II modes and OBD II and CAN protocols
- Service Functions: TPMS reset, injector coding, immobilizer, battery reset, oil reset, SAS reset, EPB reset, DPF reset, and ABS bleeding
- Auto detect VIN - Read and erase DTCs, ABS, SRS, engine, and transmission systems
- Automatically generate diagnostic health reports for sharing and analyzing
- Graph, record, and playback of diagnostic data and live streams
- Multilingual - Software and firmware upgrade via Wi-Fi
- Part No. 301050455.

**Millennium Master**
- CE level vehicle coverage includes U.S., Asian, and European vehicles from 1996 to present
- Supports OBD II modes and OBD II and CAN protocols
- Service Functions: TPMS reset, injector coding, immobilizer, battery reset, oil reset, SAS reset, EPB reset, DPF reset, and ABS bleeding
- Auto detect VIN - Read and erase DTCs, ABS, SRS, engine, and transmission systems
- Automatically generate diagnostic health reports for sharing and analyzing
- Graph, record, and playback of diagnostic data and live streams
- Multilingual - Software and firmware upgrade via Wi-Fi
- Part No. 301050455.

**Millennium HD Pro**
- DPF regeneration specialty tool
- Heavy-duty OBD/EOBD J1708, J1939, J1979 - Read and erase DTCs of light, medium, and heavy-duty vehicles (Class 4 through 8)
- Free lifetime updates
- Supports 10 OBD II modes, OBD II and CAN protocols (automotive)
- Multilingual
- Vehicle Coverage Includes: Cummins, Hino, Isuzu, Mack, Volvo, Detroit, Paccar, Maxxforce, and Caterpillar
- Part No. 301050372.

**Millennium HD Lite**
- Support heavy-duty EOBD and HDOBD J1587, J1939, and J1708 - Read and erase DTCs of light, medium, and heavy-duty vehicles from 1996 and newer
- Shortcuts keys to access VIN scan, DTC lookup, battery inspection and monitor
- Free lifetime updates - Multilingual
- Part No. 301050909.

**BST Series Battery Testers**
- Designed for battery-powered vehicles such as cars, boats, motorcycles, and more
- Generates a health report within 3 seconds
- Automatic temperature compensation function
- The data can be exported and downloaded via smartphone and diagnostic tools
- No heating, discharges, sparks, or operating risks
- Test Functions: Ripple detection, battery test, starter test, charging system test, electric current and voltage test
- International measurement standards include CCA, JIS, GB, SAE, MCA, CA, DIN, IEC, EN, and BCI
- Battery Types: 6V and 12V (Lead-acid battery, gel battery, and AGM battery)
- Part No. 301050056.

**Titan 202 Thermal Imager**
- Infrared technology detects vehicle systems such as powertrain, exhaust, body, electrical, chassis, brakes, and more
- Can detect engine fault, body air tightness, body heating, bearing system, and more
- Built-in database assists to analyze the problems of a vehicle
- Visually shows good or bad status of the vehicle
- Colour Palette: Rainbow, iron red, cool colour, black and white, and black
- Part No. 307010018.